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ABSTRACT. This paper presents the first experimental implementation of plate-wave diffraction 
tomography for the quantitative evaluation of laminar damage in plates using normal incidence 
inspection. The technique is investigated for origin centered, cylindrical bonded-mass of various size 
and severity. The results show that diffraction tomography using Lamb waves and Mindlin plate theory 
offers excellent sensitivity and has the potential for detecting corrosion thinning, disbonds and 
delamination damage in structural integrity management applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the tomographic reconstruction of laminar damage in thin elastic 
plates using flexural Lamb waves. Jansen and Hutchins [1,2] first investigated the idea of 
plate-wave tomography almost 15 years ago. They noted that three basic requirements for 
successful implementation are: 1) a suitable reconstruction strategy for the damage 
geometry and exterior medium; 2) scatter measurements which are not contaminated by 
multiple reflections caused by nearby damage, structural features or plate boundaries; and 
3) a transduction system capable of producing accurate signals with minimal noise. 
Extensive work by Malyarenko and Hinders [3] reported similar recommendations and 
further noted that the large wavelengths associated with Lamb waves compared to typical 
plate damage dimensions, require the chosen reconstruction strategy to explicitly include 
the effects of diffraction. 
Rose and Wang [4,5] have recently developed an analytic framework for diffraction 
tomography using Mindlin plate theory and Born approximation. The modelling is based on 
the premise that the primary effect of laminar damage is to locally reduce flexural stiffness, 
which may be expressed in terms of plate thickness, elastic moduli and density 
perturbations. Rohde et al [6] have adapted this approach to a normal-incidence inspection 
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configuration [7] and outline an appropriate sampling strategy, which they have 
systematically investigated using computer simulations. 
This paper presents the first experimental results using diffraction tomography in normal 
incidence configuration. Some key experimental issues, viz. interpretation of scatter signals 
from measurements and calculation of scatter projections, are addressed and bonded-mass 
damage configurations are reconstructed. 
PLATE-WAVE DIFFRACTION TOMOGRAPHY 
The basic idea in Lamb wave tomography is to quantitatively evaluate size, location and 
severity of laminar damage using scatter signals projected onto a linear array of receivers. 
Figure la shows the inspection configuration for normal-incidence transmission diffraction 
tomography. Laminar damage is assumed to occupy a finite region 27, bound by the smooth 
contour 927 Inside 927, the material parameters follow smooth perturbations s„(x) (n = 
1,2,3,4) which vanish at the boundary s„(dl) = 0 and are related to the exterior plate by: 
D* = [\ + s1(x)]D 
(juh) =\l + s2(\)\juh 
(1) 
(plf=[l
 + s3(x)]pl 
(phf = [l + s4(x)~]ph 
where x = (xj ,x2) are spatial Cartesian coordinates; D = Eh3/(12(1-1^)) denotes the bending 
stiffness with E Young's modulus, h plate thickness and v Poisson's ratio; jxh the shear 
stiffness with ju effective shear modulus according to Mindlin plate theory [4,5]; pi the 
rotary inertia with p material density and I = h3/12; and ph the transverse inertia. 
The interrogating wave field is a plane, mode 1 flexural Lamb wave w(x,i») = e'^'V*, 
where w is the Fourier transformed, plate-normal displacement field; m circular frequency 
and wavevector k/ = ki(cos$, sin6^), with kj = k(co) the wavenumber from Mindlin plate 
theory [4]. The transmitted scatter field is measured along the continuous receiver line T-T, 
which is tangent to a measurement circle of radius / and parallel to the incident wave front. 
3Z is assumed to lie completely within this circle. 
FIGURE 1. Normal incidence imaging configuration, a) physical space, b) 2D Fourier transform domain. 
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It is shown in [4] that the Fourier transform of the plate-normal deflection of the scatter 
field along T-T for weakly scattering damage, is proportional to values of the two-
dimensional (2D) spatial transform of the parameter perturbations s„(x) along the semi-
circular arc depicted in Fig. lb. By varying the interrogation angle 91 between 0 and 2K, the 
semi-circles map out the transformed perturbation functions over a disk of radius 
centered at the origin in the transform plane. 
In the case of a circular damage located at the origin of (xh x2), due to symmetry, only a 
single interrogation angle is required to uniquely describe the entire 2D transform domain 
for spatial frequencies less than v 2 ^ , and 91 may be selected at any convenient 
interrogation angle. In the following, 9I= TL/ 2 which results in the reconstruction equation: 
j w(x,(0ya'dx = —e""'YjPll((o,ayil(a,rjl -k,) (2) 
'Hi »=i 
where Jn ( j f ) , K = (Kh K2), are 2D spatial Fourier transforms of the variation functions 
s„(x) given by: 
\{K) = \\^)e-^d^ n= 1,2,3,4 # = ( £ , & ) (3) 
where rjl = ^k\ -a1 and the functions P„{m, a) are: 
D / \ • PIa)2rA 
P,(m) = -i , ' ' , 77, 
3y
 ' AD(k2l-k21) " 
D ( \ • Ph0)1 
ADy^kt-k22) 
Due to the summation terms, equation (2) is under-determined and only one of the 
perturbation functions may be reconstructed from a single experiment. Irrespective of 
which s„(x) or physical parameter extracted from them is selected as the target parameter, 
the total contribution from other variation functions and parameters must be assumed to be 
zero. 
Numeric Implementation 
In practice, the left hand side of equation (2) is evaluated from a discrete set of 
measurement points along the finite receiver line T-T using numeric Fourier 
transformations, e.g. an FFT algorithm. Hence, values for the transformed perturbation 
functions (3) are known only at discrete coordinates within the -N/2/CJ disk. Two main 
considerations for numeric implementation of diffraction tomography are then 1) receiver 
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discretization, viz. array length and spacing between individual elements, and; 2) inversion 
of 2D transform data. 
As outlined by Kak and Slaney [7], the effect of limiting the receiver array to some 
finite length L is to limit the maximum received wavenumber in scatter projections to: 
*ra=*i[l + (f)2]4- (5) 
Applying Nyquist-Shannon sampling theory, the receiver length is functionally related to 
receiver spacing AKL < n / kmax. However, it is noted that equation (5) is valid only for 
origin-centered damage [6]. In general the receiver spacing should be smaller than the 
asymptotic value obtained for L —> oo, which is mathematically equivalent to one half of the 
interrogating wavelength X = 2n/ki. The numerical effect of kmax is a directionally 
dependent low-pass filter on the parameter perturbations within the v 2 ^ disk. 
The second consideration, mapping projection data to circular arcs in the transform 
domain (Fig. 1), is a major source of computational error when inverting the perturbation 
functions into the physical space. Several strategies are reviewed in [7,8] and the simplest 
approach is shown to provide the best trade-off between computational efficiency and 
numeric accuracy, i.e. cast measured values onto a uniform grid using bilinear interpolation 
and apply direct inverse Fourier transformation, e.g. an inverse FFT algorithm. This has 
been the approach used in this study. The relevant equations may be found in [7] and will 
not be repeated here. 
EXPERIMENTS 
Figure 2 shows a sketch of the experiment system, which is used for all measurements 
presented in this paper. The major system components are: 1) computer controlled arbitrary 
function generator to create interrogation pulses with specified frequency content; 2) RF 
power amplifier to generate excitation pulses with sufficient signal strength for large area 
inspection and good signal-to-noise ratio; and 3) heterodyne laser Doppler vibrometer for 
non-contact measurement of plate-normal deflections with 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) 
positioning system for multiple measurement locations. 
The plate specimen is a square 7075-T3 aluminium alloy plate (thickness 3.225mm; 
length and width = 1000mm), instrumented with a single piezoceramic transducer 
(thickness = 2mm; diameter = 5mm). Prior to introducing damage, baseline signals are 
recorded with the vibrometer along a 700mm trajectory, located 100mm from the 
piezoceramic source. To ensure the integrity of baseline signals, the alignment of the 
specimen with the laser is not altered at any time during the experiments. Baseline 
measurements are essential for separating the scatter signal from overlapping portions of 
the interrogation signal, which is described in more detail in the next section. All 
measurements are sufficiently far from the plate boundaries so that reflected signals may be 
filtered out, leaving only those signals produced by the transducer and damage. 
Table 1 details the three damage configurations considered in this study. Laminar 
damage is modelled by small cylindrical masses bonded in identical locations to both the 
upper and lower surfaces of the plate using a cyanoacrylate adhesive. Symmetry is 
necessary to avoid undesirable mode-conversion. Each configuration is interrogated in three 
separate experiments using six-cycle Harm windowed tone bursts with central frequency of 
61, 100 and 142 kHz respectively. For the specimen used in this study, these correspond to 









FIGURE 2. Sketch of system configuration used in experiments showing major hardware components. 
TABLE 1. Damage configurations 
No. Damage Type Radius, a Material Mass (x2) 
1 Symmetric bonded mass 
2 Symmetric bonded mass 











One of the key experimental challenges for diffraction tomography is extracting scatter 
signals from vibrometer measurements. These are signals that originate at the damage site 
and which travel directly to the point of measurement with no distortion other than that 
introduced by the dispersive nature of the unflawed plate. The approach used here has been 
to measure baseline signals prior to the introduction of damage, which than allows scatter 
signals to be evaluated using time domain subtraction. Figure 3 c shows a typical scatter 
signal obtained using this method. Note that the scattered pulse has completely passed by 
time / = 200|_is and the remaining signal may be filtered out by windowing. 
The final step is to evaluate the complex amplitude for the kj wavenumber component of 
the scatter signal. This is the variable to be integrated along the receiver line T-T on the left 
hand side of equation (2). One approach might be to evaluate an FFT and simply read the kj 
component from the resulting spectrum. In experiments however, an FFT would be 
distorted by the spectral density function of any contaminating noise. A better approach is 
to evaluate the instantaneous phase and amplitude of the scattered pulse using the Hilbert 
transform [9]. The magnitude of the kj component can be evaluated as the peak value of the 
signal envelope (Fig. 4a) and the corresponding phase is given by linear extrapolation of 
the unwrapped instantaneous phase to time / = 0 (Fig. 4b). 
To check the accuracy of this approach, scatter directivity for 10mm diameter through-
holes were compared to numeric predictions obtained using the model in [10]. Scatter 
amplitudes are compared in Fig. 5, which shows that accurate measurements are possible 
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FIGURE 3. Typical vibrometer signals (a) baseline before damage, (b) combined baseline plus scatter after 
damage and (c) extracted scatter from b - a. 
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FIGURE 4. Hilbert transform of scatter pulse in Fig. 3; (a) instantaneous amplitude; (b) instantaneous phase. 
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FIGURE 5. Scatter amplitude directivity comparisons for 10mm diameter through hole; (a) kia = 1.5; (b) kia 
= 2.0; (c)kia = 2.5; • experiments —numericmodel [10]. 
DAMAGE RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS 
Although the common practice to use bonded masses to simulate structural damage has 
a number of important advantages in regard of reproducibility, reversibility and efficiency, 
it has the disadvantages that 1) a bonded mass is changing the stiffness as well as inertia 
behaviour of the plate; and 2) it is currently not possible to quantify the influence of the 
artificial damage on these plate characteristics. But although it is therefore not possible to 
determine quantitative reconstructions of a single variation function, the first experimental 
plate wave diffraction tomography images shown below give a clear indication of the 
feasibility and potential of the new structural damage evaluation technique. Thus, it is 
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assumed that the scatter field due to a symmetric bonded-mass is dominated by density 
functions in (2) and hence sp(x) = s3(x) + s4(x) is selected as the target parameter for 
reconstruction. 
In addition, it must be emphasized that the damage models in Table 1 are reconstructed 
without considering the validity of any underlying assumptions required for the derivation 
of equation (2), in particular the weak-scatterer assumption according to the Born 
approximation. 
61kHz 100kHz 142kHz 
FIGURE 6. Reconstructed density perturbation functions. 
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FIGURE 7. Section profiles through image centre for reconstructions in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6 shows reconstructed sp(x) perturbations for the damage listed in Table 1. Figure 
7 depicts the corresponding section profiles through the image centre. Several features of 
diffraction tomography are apparent in these figures. 
• First, the evaluation methodology performs exceptionally well in detecting and locating 
plate damage, with the lighter areas in Fig. 6 indicating regions with large deviations in 
the density function sp(x). Thin black rings have been superimposed to indicate the true 
damage extent. 
• The actual sp(x) should resemble a uniform cylinder, however the images show that 
sharp gradients are instead blurred and spread over the surrounding image, according to 
the well-known point-spread function behaviour in diffraction tomography [7]. 
• Considering that equation (2) reconstructs a low-pass filtered version of sp(x) with stop 
wavenumber , Fourier theory suggests the reconstructed profile should resemble a 
Bessel function with main lobe width approximately equal to the interrogating 
wavelength. This is exactly what the curves in Fig. 7 confirm. Vertical bars have been 
placed along the hatched, horizontal line to indicate the true damage extent. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has reported on the first experimental implementation of plate-wave 
diffraction tomography for the quantitative evaluation of laminar damage. It has shown the 
feasibility of the technique to quantitatively evaluate weak flexural damage with excellent 
reconstruction quality of damage location and size and its potential to provide information 
on the damage severity distribution within the damage region. 
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